
What is New with Nexis Uni

NEW LOOK AND FEEL

All of the same great features you loved about Nexis Uni are still here, but wrapped in a new look 
and feel that has been optimized for corporate and academic research across global industries and 
institutions.

INSTANT CONTENT SUMMARIZ ATION 

Discover and extract key insights during research effortlessly with instant content summarization. 
Researchers can now quickly understand the usefulness of long, complex content pieces for projects 
without reading through each one.

VISUALIZE SEARCH RESULTS 

Nexis Uni now automatically transforms search results into compelling data visualizations like word 
clouds, graphs, and tables. Enable your researchers to uncover new findings and relationships between 
data effectively through this automated new research tool. 

An Upgraded Nexis Uni® is  
Coming to Academic Researchers
Improving Research Projects  
Across Global Campuses



Drive Research Breakthroughs: Champion the 
Nexis Uni Upgrade on Your Campus Today!

Contact your LexisNexis sales representative to learn more today.
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When Is the Upgrade Occurring

EARLY ACCESS PERIOD

Starting in late 2023, all Nexis Uni users will be able 
to switch between the new and existing Nexis Uni 
experiences using the Product Switcher tab for 
early access into the new Nexis Uni before all users 
are upgraded in 2024.

SEAMLESS UPGR ADE IN 2024

All work for moving your campus to the upgraded 
Nexis Uni experience will be done in the 
background. Notice will be given before the final 
upgrade of all users is completed.

Unchanging Excellence: Keeping the 
Same Content & Academic Pricing

ACADEMIC-FOCUSED FEATURES  
AND CONTENT 

Academic researchers can continue to enjoy the 
convenience of one-click citations and access to 
over 15,000 news, business, and legal sources—
including U.S. Supreme Court decisions dating back 
to 1790—plus exclusive features and content like 
Nexis Dossier, CSRhub ESG Ratings, and Springer-
Nature Academic Journals.

SPECIAL ACADEMIC PRICING

This upgraded version of Nexis Uni is available 
with the same special Academic pricing, 
continuing to provide your researchers with 
the same unrivaled content from LexisNexis 
for an unbeatable price.


